
FRANCE EXTREME POVERTY AND THE RIGHTS

The United Nations first turned its attention to the issue of extreme poverty and human rights in the late s. A major step
forward was taken ().

The safety and security of human rights defenders during martial law had also been undermined. The United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees had denounced the manner in which access to care had been
limited. The world was also witnessing new trends in hate between and among communities. Among other
problems, police controls in camps had been increased and armed kidnappings were on the rise. The
Commission should initiate a fresh, results-oriented effort to ease the grim human rights situation in
Indian-occupied Jammu and Kashmir. This phenomenon is on the rise in the country in , the students' union
SUD Etudiant estimated the number to be 40, While the French poverty threshold is calculated as being half of
the median income, the U. What was most disappointing was that successive governments had failed to end
the systematic impunity enjoyed by the security forces and the settlers. The Government of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo was called upon to ratify the Statute of the International Criminal Court and to
implement the obligations of signatories of the Statute. Hegemony and unilateralism in international relations
were now being forced upon all. The Government of Pakistan was called upon to implement the decisions of
its own judicial organs and the recommendations of various international agencies so that the people of the
region could exercise their right to self-determination. No one had the right to condemn or intervene in the
affairs of Cuba without any evidence. The United States called itself the most developed country, but its
military expenditure was greater than all other countries combined, and its levels of poverty increased every
day, and had reached  This double standard and double morality had caused, after the events of September
11th, the unjust placing of Cuba on the list of countries giving aid to terrorists. The Commission could take a
step towards fulfilling the demands of the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights by holding the US
accountable for acts in violation of human rights norms. All powers had been concentrated in one person -- the
country's President. They paid homage to the victims of hunger, ignorance and violence. Updated on : 
However one could note the existence of religious extremism that was contrary to the building of just,
peaceful and pluralist societies. The end of the road is, above all, this slipping from an identity that is already
negative to a kind of non-identity, an administrative non-existence, the disappearance from every register,
every set of statistics. ARASH GUITOO, of Organization for Defending Victims of Violence, said there were
violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms in a number of countries, including Iran, where despite
relative advances in various social areas, some serious concerns still existed. There was a need for focused and
specific measures to address the immediate and long-term rights and needs of children and young persons at
this juncture, with States and United Nations agencies participating fully. The meeting provided an
opportunity for the Committee to learn more about the recent work carried out by Philip Alston and to
exchange on issues of common concern such as the right to protection against poverty and social exclusion,
the impact of austerity measures on human rights, the right to health and healthy environment. Without
identity, they are deprived of a history of their own and excluded from the history of their people. Their rights
to independence and sovereignty should be respected. In Iraq, the lives and properties of innocent people
continued to be seriously threatened, and people were deprived of their most basic rights to health and
security. In Iran, civil and political rights remained frozen in an atmosphere of strict control of all forms of
individual liberty. However this is partly an exaggerated stereotype, as the largest bidonville of the Paris area
in the s Champigny-sur-Marne was populated mostly by Portuguese. And while the law provided rights for the
accused, there existed no record of a case in which they had been upheld in their entirety. The United States
was using the subject of human rights to accuse other countries of disregarding the misery of their people.
Respect for fundamental human rights was a universal norm and an international obligation.


